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Using a metal-organic tungsten based precursor, a ﬂuorine-free tungsten thin ﬁlm has been obtained. The
process deposition recipe includes a plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) step and atomic layer deposition (ALD)
cycles. A set of physicochemical characterizations including X-ray reﬂectivity (XRR), in-plane X-ray diﬀraction
(XRD), wavelength dispersive X-ray ﬂuorescence (WDXRF), plasma proﬁling time of ﬂight mass spectrometry
(PPTOFMS) and microscope observations has been realized in order to study the W thin ﬁlm structure and
properties. The ﬁlm is perfectly conformal whatever the structure size investigated (from tens of nanometers to
micrometers wide). It was also highlighted that the F-free W ﬁlm exhibits the lowest electrical resistivity phase
(α -W) but is not pure. Indeed, in addition to a top surface oxidation, a layer located at the W ﬁlm / substrate
interface is present. This interface layer (IL) contains impurities, including carbon and oxygen, due to ligand
decomposition. This IL might be deposited during the soak step or during the PECVD step.
The W liner with thicknesses ranging from 3 to 4 nm has been implemented on PCRAM structures in order to
evaluate its impact on contact plug resistivity. First electrical results are promising and demonstrate the interest
of using a F-free low resistance W liner. At the aspect ratio studied, the gain in terms of contact plug resistivity is
about 20% compared to the process of reference using a TiN liner. Modeling shows that this beneﬁt is mainly due
to the reduction of interface resistances.

1. Introduction
Currently, interconnect technology is widely dominated by copper
metallization. The conventional plug is made of TaN barrier / Ta liner /
Cu seed layer (Physical Vapor Deposition, PVD) / Cu ﬁll
(Electrochemical Deposition, ECD). Nevertheless, as feature sizes decrease for advanced technologies, eﬃcient copper metallization and
interconnect reliability are becoming real challenges for future manufacturing. Since for line width below 30 nm a dramatic increase of the
wire resistance is observed, many metallization schemes are currently
under development [1–3].
Various options are investigated: (i) using Cu, new barrier and liner
combinations are being investigated and (ii) Cu ﬁll replacing by alternative metals is also studied. For instance, Co and Ru liners have been
proposed in order to improve damascene Cu gap-ﬁll [4,5] and the use of
Mn-based barrier has been demonstrated to reduce line resistance [6].
Filling via with Co without any barrier promises resistance and/or yield
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beneﬁt at around 15 nm via CD [7]. Ruthenium is also studied as an
alternative metallization for future technology nodes with wire widths
of 10 nm and below [8,9].
In parallel to Cu metallization, tungsten plug processes have been
widely used in the most advanced semiconductor devices [10,11]. Due
to his low resistivity and conformal bulk ﬁll in high aspect ratio and
narrow features, W metallization is a serious alternative to the Cu one.
Cu suﬀers from diﬀerent shortcomings. As described previously, the
ﬁrst one is the resistivity size eﬀect, namely, the rise in electrical resistivity when sample structural dimensions (thicknesses in case of
ﬁlms, line heights and widths in case of interconnects) are reduced. This
is linked to its relatively large electron mean free path (EMFP) of 39 nm
at room temperature [12–15]. On the other hand, the upper limit to the
EMFP of W has been reported as 10 nm [16]. Therefore, even if the
room-temperature bulk resistivity of W at 5.3 μΩ .cm is more than three
times higher than for Cu at 1.7 μΩ .cm, the resistivity of W is predicted to
cross below that for Cu at linewidths below 25 nm [17]. In addition, the
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WDXRF analyses where W ﬁlms were directly deposited on Si).
The sheet resistance of samples was measured by using a fully automatic 4 point probe sheet resistance Napson WS-3000 tool, X-ray
reﬂectivity (XRR) spectra were acquired on a Jordan Valley JVX5200 Xray reﬂectometer, in plane X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) was performed on
Rigaku SmartLab high-resolution X-ray diﬀractometer, depth proﬁling
was achieved using a Horiba Jobin Yvon Plasma Proﬁling Time Of
Flight Mass Spectrometry (PPTOFMS) instrument and Wavelength
Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (WDXRF) was realized on Rigaku
AZX400 sequential WDXRF spectrometer. Hitachi S-5500 scanning
electron microscope (SEM) was used to observe conformality of tungsten ﬁlms in contact plugs. For PCRAM structures, additional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations were performed and
contact plug resistivity was evaluated using a 2-wire resistance test on a
chain of contacts.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of conventional tungsten plug process and the use of Ffree W liner for a 12 nm contact hole.

3. Results and discussion

second shortcoming is the degraded reliability of Cu as device operating
temperatures and current densities increase with each technology node.
Electromigration is the main factor to explain the reliability issues
[18–20]. The higher melting temperature of tungsten (more than twice
of copper) should result in improved interconnect reliability, qualitatively similar to the improvement observed when Cu was introduced to
replace Al interconnects [21].
In tungsten plug process, the traditional metallization has used the
sequential following scheme: TiN / SiH 4 or B2 H6 nucleation layers /
WF6 CVD W, where the TiN (3–5 nm) acts as both an adhesion layer on
dielectrics and a barrier to F dissemination during the CVD W process.
The nucleation layer (2–3 nm) serves as a nucleation layer for the low
resistance CVD W. This conventional process may no longer be extendable to high aspect-ratio small contact holes. Indeed, for a
10–15 nm contact hole all the volume will be occupied by the barrier
and the nucleation layer. This phenomenon is evidenced for a 12 nm
contact hole on Fig. 1. The major challenge for W ﬁll scaling is thus to
improve the line R s and R c by increasing the volume of the low resistance CVD W bulk material. So far, TiN has been the best known
material to provide an adhesion layer for CVD W and to restrain
ﬂuorine diﬀusion but a nucleation layer is then required before CVD W.
Fluorine-free tungsten ﬁlm has been recently suggested as an ideal solution to substitute the high resistance TiN and B2 H6 nucleation layer
[22,23].
In this work, by using a metal-organic tungsten based precursor, a
ﬂuorine-free tungsten thin ﬁlm has been obtained using plasma-enhanced CVD step and ALD cycles. The structure and properties of the
tungsten thin ﬁlm have been studied using a set of physicochemical
characterizations. Finally, the low resistance W liner has been implemented on PCRAM structures in order to evaluate its impact on
contact plug resistivity.

3.1. Physicochemical characterization of tungsten ﬁlms
The resistivity of F-free W (solid circles) ﬁlms as a function of
thickness in the as-deposited state has been plotted on Fig. 2. For
comparison, values obtained for TiN ﬁlm (open circles) traditionally
used as adhesion layer and F barrier have been added. This ﬁgure
clearly exhibits the possible gain in resistivity by using F-free tungsten
as low resistance liner instead of the classical TiN material. Indeed, for
thickness ranging between 3 and 5 nm (e.g. the standard thickness for
TiN liner) the resistivity of the W liner is at least 60% lower than the
one of TiN (around 200 μΩ .cm for W ﬁlm vs. 600 μΩ.cm for TiN). Even
for higher thicknesses (15 – 40 nm), the resistivity of TiN ﬁlms remains
greater than the one of thinner W ﬁlms.
Since thin ﬁlms of tungsten can be deposited either as an equilibrium phase with a body-centered-cubic structure denoted α -W of low
electrical resistivity or as a metastable phase with an A15 (cubic)
structure with high values of resistivity (denoted β -W) [24,17], the
crystallographic phases of the F-free tungsten ﬁlm have been studied by
X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) measurements. The Fig. 3 shows the in-plane
XRD pattern obtained for a 10 nm thick F-free W ﬁlm. The inset table
reproduces the calculated lattice parameter for each diﬀraction peak
identiﬁed.
In the 2 θ range 30–100°, 3 diﬀraction peaks can be distinguished.
Thanks to a modeling of the experimental spectrum, these peaks have
all been attributed to the tungsten α -phase. The peak located at 38.7°
matches with the {1 1 0} planes while peaks located at 69.7° and 82.1°
correspond to {2 1 1} and {2 2 0} planes, respectively. Thus, the asdeposited F-free W ﬁlm exhibits the lowest electrical resistivity phase:
α -W. The calculated lattice parameter (from experimental data) is about

2. Experimental details
A Volta™ CVD W chamber has been installed on a 300 mm Applied
Materials Endura platform. This chamber enables a ﬂuorine-free tungsten deposition. Deposition temperature is set at 180 °C . The sequence
used for this study consists in a ﬁrst step of precursor soak, then a
plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) step is performed and ﬁnally atomic
layer deposition (ALD) cycles are realized. The soak and PECVD steps
lead to a ﬁlm thickness of about 1 nm (XRR measurement); the desired
thickness is then modulated by the number of ALD cycles. Argon is used
as carrier gas and a metal-organic tungsten compound provided by
Entegris under the name Joppa27™ is used as tungsten precursor.
Regarding the safety data sheet, this latter compound is doubtless based
on tungsten carbonyl W(CO)6 . During the ALD process, Ar/H2 plasma is
used as a counter-reactant to reduce primary species into W ﬁlm. In
order to isolate the W ﬁlms from the Si(100) substrate, all depositions
have been realized on a 100 nm thick thermal silicon oxide (except for

Fig. 2. Resistivity of F-free W (solid circles) and TiN ﬁlms (open circles) as a function of
thickness in the as-deposited state.
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Fig. 3. In-plane X-ray diﬀraction pattern of F-free W (10 nm) / SiO2 (100 nm) / Si sample.

Fig. 5. X-ray reﬂectivity spectrum and modeling obtained for a F-free W (9 nm) / SiO2
(100 nm) / Si sample.

3.30 Å whereas the bulk one is 3.16 Å. Therefore, impurities are
probably present within the ﬁlm.
Thanks to XRR and sheet resistance analyses, the evolution of the Ffree W ﬁlm in terms of thickness and resistance has been followed, this
latter is depicted on Fig. 4.
Once the ﬁlm is vented to the atmosphere, a fast increase of the
thickness has been observed in the ﬁrst hours. Indeed, in the ﬁrst seven
hours, the initial thickness measured at around 3.3 nm increased to
3.4 nm. Then, the ﬁlm thickness tends to stabilize. This trend is correlated with a concomitant increase of the sheet resistance in the ﬁrst
hours of about 15 Ω /□. These phenomena have been related to a fast
oxidation of the F-free W ﬁlms and are consistent with the XRR modelings obtained in this study which systematically exhibit the presence
of a WOx top surface layer.
X-ray reﬂectivity (XRR) analyses have been performed and the
modeling of the experimental spectra has been realized in order to
obtain the thickness and the electronic density of the layers present in
the samples. The Fig. 5 exhibits the XRR spectrum and the corresponding modeling obtained for a 9 nm thick F-free W ﬁlm. The inset
table reproduces the thickness and the density of the modeled layers.
The XRR analyses demonstrate the presence of a W layer of 5.1 nm
thick with a density of 18.1 g/cm3 . On the top of this layer, a 3.1 nm
thick layer with a density of 12.6 g/cm3 has been related to a tungsten
oxide layer and labeled WOx . Moreover, in order to obtain a good
modeling, an interface layer (IL) of about 1 nm thick has been added.
This IL might be related (i) to the deposition of precursor during the
soak step or (ii) to the incomplete decomposition of the tungsten precursor during the PECVD step.
In order to support the latter assumption and to identify the nature
of the interface layer, additional characterizations have been realized.
First, Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (WDXRF) analyses

have been performed on Si wafer: (i) just after a 10 nm thick F-free
tungsten ﬁlm deposition and (ii) on a reference Si wafer (Si wafer
without any deposition). This latter is used as a control wafer in order
to have a baseline of clean room atmosphere impact. The Fig. 6 displays
the results obtained for tungsten, carbon and oxygen lines. A Ti ﬁlter
has been used for W line analyses in order to prevent the diﬀraction of
the Si substrate.
Obviously, no W is detected on reference Si wafer whereas a strong
emission corresponding to the W Lα line is detected on F-free W ﬁlm.
From the analysis of C and O lines, it has been demonstrated that the
carbon and oxygen content are signiﬁcantly higher for F-free W ﬁlms
than for reference Si wafer. Indeed, the carbon line intensity for F-free
W ﬁlm is nearly 6 times higher than for the reference wafer whereas the
oxygen line intensity is 2.8 times higher. This observation is in good
accordance with the XRD results: F-free W is not pure and C and O
impurities are present.
If the WDXRF analyses conﬁrm the presence of C and O impurities,
this kind of analysis is realized on the whole ﬁlm volume. In order to
spatially localize these impurities, Plasma Proﬁling Time Of Flight Mass
Spectrometry (PPTOFMS) analyses were performed. The Fig. 7 depicts
the depth proﬁle for a 4 nm thick F-free W ﬁlm using the PPTOFMS
analysis technique.
On the sample surface, oxygen, carbon and silicon are present.
Carbon is probably related to surface contamination whereas oxygen is
linked to the W ﬁlm oxidation. Silicon presence on the sample surface is
due to the analysis chamber conditioning. The depth proﬁle exhibits the
presence of carbon at the W ﬁlm / SiO2 interface. This latter cannot be
related to contamination because SiO2 /Si wafers are in situ cleaned
before W ﬁlm deposition. Thus, PPTOFMS analyses comfort the XRR
modeling: at the W ﬁlm / SiO2 interface, a layer is present and this latter
contains a high percentage of carbon.
Thanks to the combination of various physicochemical characterizations, the nature and the organization of the F-free W ﬁlm has been
deﬁned. The W layer is made of α -W, the lowest electrical resistivity
phase. Once the ﬁlm is vented to the atmosphere, a fast surface oxidation occurs and a WOx layer appears. A layer located at the W ﬁlm /
substrate interface has also been evidenced. This interface layer (IL)
contains impurities, including C and O, due to ligand decomposition. It
might be deposited during the soak step or during the PECVD step.
Regarding the nature of the metal-organic tungsten based precursor, the
IL composition can be related to a W(CO) x layer. A schematic representation of the F-free W ﬁlm is given on Fig. 8.
Finally, the conformality of the tungsten ﬁlms has been studied in
various structures by SEM observations. Typical examples of the results
obtained are shown in Fig. 9.
As illustrated by the top SEM picture in Fig. 9, the W ﬁlm is perfectly
conformal. Indeed, the ﬁlm fully covers the sides of the contact

Fig. 4. Study of the ﬁlm aging: evolution of thickness and sheet resistance.
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Fig. 7. Depth proﬁle of a F-free W (4 nm) / SiO2 (100 nm) / Si sample using PPTOFMS.

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of a F-free W ﬁlm based on physicochemical characterizations realized in this study.

Fig. 6. Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence analyses of a F-free W ﬁlm and a reference Si wafer: W line (top), C line (middle) and O line (bottom).

structure – even in the case of the presence of etching defects – which is
essential for its role of barrier to F diﬀusion and nucleation layer.
Whatever the structure size studied (from tens of nanometers to micrometers wide), the tungsten ﬁlm is absolutely conformal and its
thickness is quite uniform.
3.2. PCRAM applications
In embedded PCRAM technology, as the PCM module is integrated
between the front-end and the back-end of the CMOS process, the
compatibility of the memory integration with the advanced CMOS
process must be carefully evaluated. A thicker pre-metal dielectric is
needed to allocate the storage element in the PCRAM structure and a
stacked contact becomes mandatory everywhere in the circuitry.
However a higher resistive stacked contact could be detrimental to the

Fig. 9. SEM observations of two contact structures cross section after F-free W ﬁlm deposition. Due to the contrast used, the W ﬁlm appears in bright on these SEM pictures.
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Fig. 10. (a) Schematic representation of the stacked contact plugs
for the process of reference (left) and the process implementing
the F-free W liner (right), (b) TEM image of a complete stacked
contact plug, (c) TEM image for a stacked contact plug with the
process of reference, (d) TEM image for a stacked contact plug
with the F-free W liner on level 2.

CMOS baseline performances. The F-free W liner has been implemented
on PCRAM architecture in order to evaluate its impact on contact plug
resistivity. In addition to the PCM structures containing the phase
change material and MOS selectors, contact chains frameworks are
available to evaluate the stacked contact resistance. These latter are
made of a two level stacked contact plugs: the normal contact corresponds to the level 1 and the secondary contact is on the level 2. A
schematic representation of these stacked contact plugs are shown on
Fig. 10(a) and a TEM image of a complete stacked contact plug is given
on Fig. 10(b).
The contact level 1 is 140 nm high and 55 nm wide whereas the
contact level 2 is 250 nm high and 40 nm wide. For the process of reference (POR), whatever the contact level, the metallization process is
the following: a 8 nm thick Ti layer is deposited in the contact plug's
bottom, then a 3 nm thick TiN liner covers the sides of the plug and a
nucleation layer is realized before the W ﬁlling. For the samples using
the F-free W liner, the latter has only been implemented in substitution
of the TiN liner on contact level 2, nucleation layer has been kept but
the Ti layer was removed. Contact level 1 remains unchanged. These
two conﬁgurations are illustrated on the Fig. 10(a) and high magniﬁcation TEM images have been realized for each process: the Fig. 10(c)
corresponds to the POR whereas the Fig. 10(d) shows the process with
the F-free W liner.
Using a 2-wire resistance test, electrical results have been obtained
for the POR and the process implementing the W liner. The Fig. 11

Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution functions obtained for contact plug line resistance of
PCRAM structures using the process of reference or the F-free W liner process.

displays the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) obtained for the
contact plug line resistance of PCRAM structures using the POR or the
F-free W liner process.
The comparison of the line resistance obtained for 2 diﬀerent
structures using the POR highlights that between two comparable
processes the diﬀerence in terms of line resistance is about 2–2.5%. This
discrepancy might be attributed to slight process variations from a
437
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Rint top , R bulk and Rint bottom contain concentric layers of diﬀerent
materials, parallel to the current path. Therefore, it is possible to decompose each of these series resistance in 3 parallel resistances, as
follow.
Each resistor in series contains concentric layers of diﬀerent materials, parallel to the current path. Therefore, each of the resistors in
series is also divided into various resistors in parallel as follow:
(2)

1
1
1
1
=
+
+
R2
R21
R22
R23

(3)

1
1
1
1
=
+
+
R3
R31
R32
R33

(4)

In order to deduce the contribution of the interfaces in the total
resistance, one can chose to calculate the contribution of the bulk R bulk
and compare the latter to the total resistance. To do so, the bulk part of
the structure was considered to be a perfect cylinder containing concentric layers of diﬀerent materials. The general equation used to deduce the resistance value of a speciﬁc layer is given by Eq. (5).

Fig. 12. Inﬂuence of W liner thickness on line resistance gain.

structure to another and/or to the measurement error linked to the 2wire resistance test. Nevertheless, the slight diﬀerence obtained for the
structures using the POR especially underlines the fact that the variation obtained in terms of line resistance when using the F-free W liner is
unquestionably signiﬁcant. Indeed, at constant liner thickness (e.g.
3 nm), line resistance beneﬁt from switching from TiN-based to Wbased metallization is up to 23%. Moreover, using W liner, the line
resistance distribution appears to be narrower. As a matter of fact, the
ratio between the standard deviation value for POR and the one for W
liner process is up to 1.7. Therefore, using W liner not only leads to a
signiﬁcant decrease of the line resistance but also allows reducing
disparities from a contact plug to another.
The inﬂuence of the W liner thickness on the line resistance beneﬁt
has been studied. Normalized contact plug resistances obtained for POR
and W liner process with various thicknesses are plotted on Fig. 12.
For a normalized contact plug resistance of 100 for the POR, the line
resistance is 78 and 82 when using W liner with thicknesses of 3 and
4 nm, respectively. As expected, the line resistance decrease with the W
liner thickness. This is related to an increase of the low resistance CVD
W ﬁll volume. However, what is remarkable is that even with a W liner
thickness (4 nm) greater than the TiN one in the POR (3 nm), the line
resistance reduction is still meaningful. These encouraging results
might be explained by a combination of various factors: the lowest
resistivity of the W liner compared to the one of TiN is a ﬁrst explanation but it is probably not the only one. The interface resistances
are believed to be predominant in this kind of system. By changing the
nature of the liner, the interface resistances between the liner and the
nucleation layer, the liner and the contact level 1, the liner and the top
metal are modiﬁed. Thus, the substitution of TiN by W should lead to
reduce these interface resistances and decrease the overall line resistance of the contact plugs.

R=

ρ. L
S

(5)

With ρ (Ω.mm) the given material resistivity, L (mm) the material
bulk length, and S (mm2 ) the area of the material perpendicular to the
current path.
In this model, only the main path of the current has been taking into
account. For example, parasitic resistances between adjacent layers like
resistance between W Fill and nucleation layer or resistance between
nucleation layer and TiN or F-free W liner have been neglected.
Knowing the resistivity of the diﬀerent materials involved in the
stacked contact plug and the total resistance of contact level 1, the
contribution of each resistor in contact level 2 has been evaluated. Due
to a lower resistivity of the F-free W liner compared to the classical TiN
liner (see Fig. 2), the bulk resistance of the contact level 2 (R bulk on
Fig. 13) is slightly lower when the integration involved the F-free W
liner. Nevertheless, the diﬀerence is minimal and cannot explained the
beneﬁt measured for the line resistance of PCRAM contact. It appears
that the beneﬁt in terms of contact plug resistance is governed by the
reduction of interface resistances and that the contribution induced by
the reduction of the bulk resistivity is secondary. Indeed, for the POR,
the interface resistances represent 52.7% of the total contact plug resistance for the contact level 2. These interface resistances fail at 28.4%
for the process using F-free W liner.
4. Conclusion
By combining the various characterization techniques involved in
this study, we obtained valuable information on physicochemical
characteristics of ﬂuorine-free tungsten ﬁlm. This latter is perfectly
conformal whatever the structure size investigated. We have also
highlighted that the F-free W ﬁlm is not pure. In addition to a surface
oxidation, an interface layer is present between the W ﬁlm and the
substrate. This interface layer is probably made of W(CO) x and might
be related (i) to the deposition of precursor during the soak step or (ii)
to the incomplete decomposition of the precursor during the PECVD
step.
Flurorine-free tungsten ﬁlm has been successfully implemented on
PCRAM structures. By substituting the conventional TiN liner by this W
liner, the line resistance of PCRAM contact plugs has been decreased of
about 20%. This beneﬁt has been linked, by modeling, to the reduction
of interface resistances when using the F-free W liner.
These ﬁrst results are encouraging and conﬁrm the strong interest of
using F-free W liner for this kind of contact structure. Contrary to expectations, the F-free W liner is not only valuable in very small feature

3.3. Modeling of resistances of the contact plug
In order to explain the relative high gain in contact resistance obtained by substituting the classical TiN metallization by the F-free W
one, the stacked contact plug has been modeled using four resistors in
series (see Fig. 13). The ﬁrst one (Rint top , R1) models the top interface
between the top metal and the contact level 2, the second one (R bulk , R2 )
represents the bulk resistance of the contact plug, the third one
(Rint bottom , R3 ) reproduces the interface between the bottom of the
contact level 2 and the top of the contact level 1 and the fourth resistor
(R contact level 1, R 4 ) models the total resistance of contact level 1.
According to Eq. (1), the total resistance RTotal is the sum of the four
resistors in series.

RTotal = R1 + R2 + R3 + R 4

1
1
1
1
=
+
+
R1
R11
R12
R13

(1)
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Fig. 13. Modeling of resistances present in the contact plug of the level 2.

but also in larger plugs mainly due to its interface resistance improvement. Thus, beyond PCRAM, others applications in logic, power
or photonics may beneﬁt from such ﬁlms.
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